Control Interface

Evolution Controls Inc.

EVO™/IF-4DI1AO

4 Digital Inputs, 1 0-10Vdc Output Universal Control
Application
The EVO/IF-4DI1AO monitors up to four 24Vac
inputs and provides a 0-10Vdc output signal. Four
onboard pots allow factory or field adjustment. The
input, onboard and output functions are connected
to an onboard microcontroller. A program is loaded
to the microcontroller to meet the specific needs of
the application. A common application allows 24Vac
thermostat signals to position a proportional valve or
damper actuator.
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Power
The IF-4DI1AO is powered by a 24Vac NEC class II
power source. Onboard traces connect the
transformer connections to auxiliary power
connections on the opposite side of the board. The
auxiliary connections may be used to power other
24Vac control devices, i.e. thermostats, automation
controllers, and actuators.
Inputs

Microcontroller

The 24 Vac inputs are optically isolated from the
24Vac powering the IF-4DI1AO. The circuit driving
the inputs may be powered by the 24Vac powering
the IF-4DI1AO or by another 24Vac power source.
The isolated common (iCom) must be connected to
the common of the circuit driving the inputs. Each
input has an onboard 1.5KΩ load to prevent false
firing from unloaded triac input sources.

An onboard header provides a port to flash program
the microcontroller and up to three option jumpers
for application selection or to select application
features. Application programs are provided by
Evolution Controls for qualified opportunities with
HVAC equipment manufacturers.

Output

Power

The 0-10V output circuit will provide up to 20 mA
current to hold connected loads up to 500Ω at
signal.

Control
Signal

Adjustments

Inputs

Four adjust pots may be factory or field adjusted.
With no option jumpers installed, adjustments may
be set by connecting a 24Vac input to the same
numbered input and Adj. The output voltage equals
the Adj. setting. Adjustments may also be set by
connecting a meter from the common test point
(Com) to the adjustment test point (Adj.) associated
with the adjustment. The Adjustment setting = the
measured voltage x2.

San Diego, CA USA

Specifications
NEC Class II or equal
24 Vac ± 20% 50/60 Hz

0-10 Vdc Voltage Source
20mA Current Limited
24 Vac ± 20% 50/60 Hz
0.4W, 0.\4VA each input
Isolation > 50 Vac

Thermal
Stability

>0.01%/ F

Operating
Environment

0 F to 130 F (-18 C to 55 C)
10-80% rh

Connections

1/4 Quick Connects (Tabs)
Euro Terminal Block (Special Order):
Qty> 100 & 10 week lead time
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EVO™/IF-4DI1AO

Ordering

Mount the IF-4DI1AO inside a metal control cabinet or
enclosure. Fasten the mounting posts to an
earthed metal surface using #8 oval head
screws.

0.050"

0.201"
1.305"

Mounting

2.505"

Add “C” subscript for Euro connectors.
Euro connectors and TABs can be mixed.
??? Expresses Euro connector locations.
Contact Evolution Controls for cost and to
assign the ??? HEX numbered field.

1.200"

EVO/IF-4DI1AO -“c???”

0.320" 0.376"

Mount the IF-4DI1AO with clearance for the 24Vac
transformer wires, 24Vac Auxiliary wiring, input wires
and output signal wires. Make the Adjusts accessible if
they are used in your application.

0.320"

0.825"
1.276"
1.726"
2.130"

Power the IF-4DI1AO with a 24Vac NEC Class II USA
power limited transformer1. Observe all code
requirements and follow all safety practices regarding
low voltage power supplies and circuits to insure a
safe, reliable installation.

Control Signal

Common

Neutral

Wiring

2.770"

24Vac
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Keep high voltage wiring away from the IF-4DI1AO
circuitry or wiring. Follow electrical code requirements
for separation of high and low voltage wiring and
components.

Actuator

Some applications may require an isolated power
supply or alternative earthing scheme. Follow code
requirements and carefully observe all safety practices
concerning unearthed low voltage circuits.
Earth one lead of the 24 Vac side of the power
transformer2. Connect the IF-4DI1AO neutral
connection to the earthed lead.
Connect the 24Vac 50/60Hz power transformer lead to
the hot side of the 24 Vac Class II power source.
The signal output is single-ended, so power neutral and
signal common are internally connected.
Connect the 0-10 Vdc control AOut to the actuator or
other control device. Connect the Common to the
actuator or other control device common.

1
2

Thermostat/
Automation

NECUSA 725.41
NECUSA 250.20.a.
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Application Library
Application 0 ££££0 (default)
The default application holds the output to
0Vdc when no inputs are selected. The IF4DI1AO outputs the value of an adjust
when 24Vac is applied to the same
numbered input. If 24Vac is connected to
more than one input, the highest numbered
input with power outputs the value of the
same numbered adjust.

Thermostat/
Automation
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Application 1 £££¢0
Application 1 holds the output to 0Vdc when
no inputs are selected. When any
combination of inputs is selected, the output
equals the sum of the same numbered
adjusts. If the sum is greater than 10Vdc,
the output is 10Vdc.

Thermostat/
Automation

Application 2 ££¢£0
Application 3 ££¢¢0
Application 4 £¢££0
Application 5 £¢£¢0
Application 6 £¢¢£0
Application 7 £¢¢¢0
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